Survey Results for End of Semester Course Evaluation

Included Response Periods: All Response Periods
Compare Results By: Course
Included Courses/Organizations:

Overall Summary

Total Survey Recipients: 17810

Response Rate for Spring 2014

Question Response Summary

Positive Responses 86%
Neutral Responses 8%
Negative Responses 6%

Detailed Question Results
I understand the course requirements, grading scale, and deadlines.
The course content is well organized.
My instructor displays a clear understanding of course topics.

OVERALL AVERAGE: 80%

Spring 2014-MA-22400-002
Instructors: Jonathan Kuhn
Average Score: 83%

Spring 2014-STAT-11300-002
Instructors: Jonathan Kuhn
Average Score: 79%

Spring 2014-STAT-30100-008
Instructors: Jonathan Kuhn
Average Score: 78%

Spring 2014-STAT-30100-018
Instructors: Jonathan Kuhn
Average Score: 100%

Spring 2014-STAT-30100-019
Instructors: Jonathan Kuhn
Average Score: 70%

Spring 2014-STAT-30100-020
Instructors: Jonathan Kuhn
Average Score: 70%
My instructor readily maintains rapport with this class.
I received a fair evaluation of my performance in this class.

Spring 2014-MA-22400-002
Instructors: Jonathan Kuhn
Average Score: 90%

Spring 2014-STAT-11300-002
Instructors: Jonathan Kuhn
Average Score: 86%

Spring 2014-STAT-30100-008
Instructors: Jonathan Kuhn
Average Score: 69%

Spring 2014-STAT-30100-018
Instructors: Jonathan Kuhn
Average Score: 100%

Spring 2014-STAT-30100-019
Instructors: Jonathan Kuhn
Average Score: 83%

Spring 2014-STAT-30100-020
Instructors: Jonathan Kuhn
Average Score: 85%
This course has effectively challenged me to think.

OVERALL AVERAGE: 84%
Comments: Overall (25)

Although beneficial, the amount of work in the course is overwhelming. I found that I had to spend more time in this course than in my concentration courses.

Course set up very professional. Well organized.

Dr. Kuhn is exceptional because he always goes out of his way for his students to make sure they do their best. He is very personable and understanding.

Dr. Kuhn is one of the best professors that I've had at PNC in my five years. He genuinely cares about the performance of students and goes out of his way to help those in need. All of the e-mails I sent him were returned within a few hours. I noticed many of the students who complained about him were ones who weren't putting forth the effort. He's available through so many avenues, so there is no excuse to do poorly. The amount of dedication this professor has should not go unnoticed.

For a statistics class, I very much enjoyed it. The lectures were quite helpfull when completing the homework which in turn helped with the tests and quizzes. I liked how organized it is, and also how I was able to instantaneously see my test or quiz grade on mymathlab plus with the weekly reparts of the overall class grade. One of the most helpful professors I have ever had.

I barely learned anything from his class. All he did was teach us how to use StatCrunch.com and not actually tell and explain to us what we were doing.

I did not take this class. This and several others that I was not in asked for surveys.

I do not like the way that the grading, tests or quizzes work in this class. There are n point given for homework, and I had to pay and extra $9 at the beginning of the class to pay someone to watch me take a test on my computer that could have been given in class. I also think that a cumulative final on Statistics is ridiulous.

I really enjoyed this class, though demanding and time consuming at times. I think I benefited immensely from this course. Thank you Professor Kuhn.

I think it would be more effective if we actually took notes and wrote down equations instead of printing our notes off of blackboard and circling the answers. I felt as if nothing registered and that I wasn't learning anything. Other than that, I enjoyed having Professor Kuhn. He communicates well with his students.

Instructor does a good job teaching complicated material. My only complaint is that this course was more how to use statcrunch to do statistics, rather than statistics. If STAT 302 is taught the same way students will do well but if STAT 302 is taught without statcrunch we are going to be in trouble. All in all though a good profesor who does his best to teach the material. Definately could have been alot worse.
My teacher did a great job. This was the second time taking this class and I understand the material a lot better. He was and is an excellent teacher because he explains things really well.

Professor Kuhn is knowledgable on this subject but he does not teach it in an organized manner and is very difficult to follow in class. He requires a lot of extra things besides just paying for the book the stat lab and the course he required students to pay to take a test on proctorU which didn't even work right the first time I attempted to take it and I had to pay another fee because it didn't work just to reschedule. I did not feel like his class and lectures were beneficial to me at all.

Professor Kuhn is very easy to get in contact with if you ever have any questions. I rarely needed assistance outside class because his lectures are enough for me to understand the material. I don't care for mymathlab, (I don't think anyone does).

Professor Jon has done an amazing job teaching the class. The class is the most organized class I have ever taken. If I felt like I did not understand something he could walk me through the problem step by step until I understood it.

Professor Kuhn is very knowledgable and helpful, yet his course relies too heavily on technology. Instead of learning statistics I learned how to use some online program (statcrunch) that will never be used beyond this class. I understand that the statistical equations are fairly complicated and time consuming to utilize yet I believe that at least simpler ones should be solved by hand instead of statistical software. Perhaps there should be an alternative stat course offered to pre professional students that need to know the basic statistical equations for standardized testing such as mcat and dat

Thank you Doctor Kuhn for being able to help this slow student understand and retain statistics. The use of technology and the instructor being involved with the student who asked to, was instrumental in myself receiving an excellent grade!!!

The amount of homework isn't necessarily a problem although the sheer amount per assignment is a tad much. Having a job and 3-4 other classes makes it extremely tough to find time to do assignments that often take 3 or more hours.

The only comment that I need to make is that every stat class should learn statcrunch. It is easier then dealing with the calculator. Also the tutors in the Student Success Center need to know how to use Statcrunch for them to help students.

Also, it would be nice to have homework part of the grade or extra credit or something if a student does bad on tests.

The use of Stat lab, lecture notes, and computers in class are an advantage when learning Stats. Almost all students have a laptop or tablet and all students have a smart phone to use. Good use of time, resources and technology. Instructor creates a great learning environment.
Comments:
Comments: Overall (25)

Very well structured class. Amazing teaching. There for you any time you have a question, he answers throughly and well spoken. One of the best teachers I have ever had.

didn't explain as much as I thought he could have in class

great class

he kinda spazes out sometimes and doesn't explain the material that needs explaining.

It's a hard class. Dr. Kuhn is very nice, but with absolutely EVERYTHING being on mystatlab I think it puts both the teacher and the student at a disadvantage because since the questions aren't being made up by the teacher it can be more difficult to understand, mystatlab likes to trip you up constantly. I thought statcrunch was a good program to use. It was tough for me for sure, but I think any stats class would be hard for me.